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Introduction

The Cisco Email Security Appliance (ESA) features allow you to configure and manage multiple
appliances at once for reliability, flexibility, and scalability and also allowing you to manage
globally while complying with local policies etc.

Configure ESA

ESA can be configured at 3 different levels:

1. Machine

2. Group

3. Cluster



Cluster

A cluster consists of a set of machines with common configuration information. Within each
cluster, the appliances can be further divided into machine groups, where a single machine can be
a member of only one group at a time. 

Clusters are implemented in a peer-to-peer architecture - with no primary/secondary relationship.
You can log into any machine to control and administer the entire cluster or group. This allows the
administrator to configure different elements of the system on a cluster-wide, group-wide, or per-
machine basis, based on their own logical groupings.

Group

You can configure the devices and bind them to different groups. One or many groups can be
configured on the appliance. Each group level settings can be modified separately within a cluster
set. 

The group-level settings override the Cluster level settings and at the initial setup, the group
settings are generally empty.

Machine

Typically, the settings configured at this level are applied to only that specific machine. It overrides
the Group and the Cluster level settings. There is a certain configuration that is machine-specific
like interface, feature keys, services etc.

How to switch between Cluster/Group/Machine modes?

GUI

1. Navigate to the GUI.

2. Open any specific configuration you wish to edit. For example, in the given screenshot, navigate



to Incoming Mail Policies as shown in the image.

3. Use the Change Mode option from the drop-down; you can choose options to switch to different
modes in order to view the configurations at these levels.

CLI

1. Log in to the CLI of the machine.

2. Use the command clustermode in order to switch between the levels.

(Cluster test_cisco)> clustermode

Choose the configuration mode for subsequent changes.

1. Cluster

2. Group

3. Machine

[1]>

How to Add/Modify/Remove settings at different levels?

GUI

1. Navigate to the GUI of the device.



2. You will see options to Delete Settings and Manage Settings.

3. Manage Settings gives you options to Copy/Move the settings from one level to another level.

4. You can select Copy or Move actions in order to easily transfer the configuration from the
current configured level to the desired level.

For example: In the given screenshot, the configuration is defined at the Cluster level, so you can
either move or copy the configuration from cluster to the Group level or to the Machine level.

5. Now you can modify or add additional configuration if required.

6. In order to delete the settings, you can simply click on the Delete Settings option in order to
erase the configuration from a given level. You will be prompted with a window to further confirm
or cancel it as shown in the image.

Note: Configuration at the machine level takes the first preference and will override the
group and the cluster level settings. Similarly, if configuration defined at Group will take
preference and will override the cluster level settings.



CLI

1. Log in to CLI

2. Use the specific commands in order to make changes.

(Machine cisco.com)> policyconfig

Would you like to configure Incoming Mail Policy or Outgoing Mail Policies or Match Headers

Priority?

1. Incoming Mail Policies

2. Outgoing Mail Policies

3. Match Headers Priority

[1]>

What would you like to do?

1. Switch modes to edit at mode "Cluster test_cisco".

2. Start a new, empty configuration at the current mode (Machine cisco.com).

3. Copy settings from another cluster mode to the current mode (Machine cisco.com).

[1]>

3. You can choose from the options prompted to modify or add the configuration at the
machine/group/cluster level.

4. With the use of the clustermode command, you can switch between different levels and
choose to modify or copy the settings to the desired level.

5. In order to view configuration on different levels for a specific configuration, you can further use
the clustershow command as mentioned here:

[]> clustershow

policyconfig Settings

=====================

Configured at mode:

Cluster: Yes

Group Main_Group: No

Machine cisco.com:

6. You can use the clusterset command in order to perform one of these options.

[]> clusterset

You can copy the current settings of policyconfig to a group or a machine.

1. Copy To Group

2. Copy To Machine

3. Move To Group

4. Move To Machine

5. Delete From Cluster

[1]>

Related Information

ESA Cluster Requirements and Setup●

ESA FAQ: What are the requirements for setting up a cluster?●

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/email-security-appliance/200885-ESA-Cluster-Requirements-and-Setup.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security/email-security-appliance/118174-technote-esa-00.html


Technical Support & Documentation - Cisco Systems●

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/index.html
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